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Summary

Background During the early-1990s, adult mortality rates rose in most post-communist European countries. Substantial differences across countries and over time remain unexplained. Although previous studies have suggested that the pace of economic transition was a key driver of increased mortality rates, to our knowledge no study has empirically assessed the role of specific components of transition policies. We investigated whether mass privatisation can account for differences in adult mortality rates in such countries.

Methods We used multivariate longitudinal regression to analyse age-standardised mortality rates in working-age men (15–59 years) in post-communist countries of eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union from 1989 to 2002. We defined mass privatisation programmes as transferring at least 25% of large state-owned enterprises to the private sector within 2 years with the use of vouchers and give-aways to firm insiders. To isolate the effect of mass privatisation, we used models to control for price and trade liberalisation, income change, initial country conditions, structural predispositions to higher mortality, and other potential confounders.

Findings Mass privatisation programmes were associated with an increase in short-term adult male mortality rates of 12·8% (95% CI 7·9–17·7; p=0·0001), with similar results for the alternative privatisation indices from the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (7·8% [95% CI 2·8–13·0]). One mediating factor could be male unemployment rates, which were increased substantially by mass privatisation (56·3% [28·3–84·3]; p<0·0001). Each 1% increase in the percentage of population who were members of at least one social organisation decreased the association of privatisation with mortality by 0·27%; when more than 45% of a population was a member of at least one social organisation, privatisation was no longer significantly associated with increased mortality rates (3·4% [95% CI –5·4 to 12·3]; p=0·44).

Interpretation Rapid mass privatisation as an economic transition strategy was a crucial determinant of differences in adult mortality trends in post-communist countries; the effect of privatisation was reduced if social capital was high. These findings might be relevant to other countries in which similar policies are being considered.

Funding None.

Introduction The transition from communism to capitalism in Europe and central Asia during the early to mid-1990s has had devastating consequences for health: UNICEF attributes more than 3 million premature deaths to transition;1 the UN Development Programme estimates over 10 million missing men because of system change;2 and more than 15 years after these transitions began, only a little over half of the ex-communist countries have regained their pretransition life-expectancy levels.3 But were these excess deaths inevitable?

Probably not. Not all countries have fared so poorly: although in Russia, an extreme case, the population lost nearly 5 years of life expectancy between 1991 and 1994, Croatia and Poland recorded steady improvements of almost 1 year of life expectancy during this same period.

What accounts for these differences in the pace of change in mortality rates across countries and over time? Research comparing Russian regions has identified the pace of transition, which was assessed by measures such as job gains and losses, as an important factor.4,5 Yet little attempt has been made to assess empirically the effects on health of the underlying policies pursued by governments and, as a result, the wider determinants of the mortality patterns across the post-Soviet world. One possible answer, we suggest, lies in the economic strategies that countries used to build capitalism out of communism.

There were two approaches to capitalism. Radical free-market advisers argued that capitalist transition needed to occur as rapidly as possible.6,7 The prescribed policy was called shock therapy, with three major elements: liberalisation of prices and trade to allow markets to re-allocate resources, stabilisation programmes to suppress inflation, and mass privatisation of state-owned enterprises to create appropriate incentives. When implemented simultaneously, these elements would cause an irreversible shift to a market-based economy. By contrast, gradualist economists, also known as institutionalists, called for a slow transition, recommending that countries gradually phase in markets and private property while allowing time to develop institutions that are needed to make markets work well.8,9
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In most countries, the shock therapy approach was put into practice. Russia fully implemented shock therapy by 1994, and most countries implemented some or all of the programme by the mid-1990s, although the greatest variation was in privatisation.11 Has rapid privatisation affected mortality rates? Because rapid privatisation of thousands of inefficient firms from the Soviet era would have cut many jobs before new firms would have emerged, the resultant short-term increases in unemployment might have led to short-term increases in adult mortality rates, in view of evidence from other settings of the effects of unemployment on individual health.10 The results would be most severe for employees of large-scale capital-intensive heavy industry and manufacturing enterprises that were least able to offer their employees, few of whom had transferable skills, reasonable chances for success in retraining or finding new jobs.

We tested the hypothesis that the implementation of mass privatisation programmes accounts for differences in mortality increases in post-communist countries.

### Methods

#### Data collection

Our data for cross-national mortality rates for working-age men, which cover 25 post-communist countries from 1989 to 2002, were taken from the UNICEF monitoring transition in central and eastern Europe database.14 The available age-specific mortality rates from 15–19, 20–24, 25–39, and 40–59 years of age were standardised according to the European standard population.15 Although there have been difficulties with mortality data from some countries in this region, these problems relate mainly to deaths in infancy and childhood,16 detailed attribution of specific causes of death,17 and data from periods of civil conflict.18 The consensus has been that aggregate rates of all-cause adult mortality are sufficiently valid and reliable to allow comparative studies.19,20

#### Statistical analysis

We measured rapid transition policies in two ways: first, with a dummy variable for whether a country implemented a mass privatisation programme (defined as a programme that transferred the ownership of at least 25% of large state-owned enterprises to the private sector in 2 years by selling them with citizen vouchers and giveaways to firm insiders; 0 before mass privatisation, 1 thereafter); and second, with privatisation indices of progress in privatisation from the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) (ranging from 1 for planned to 4·3 for advanced market economy) (panel).21

The main policy advisers at the EBRD, who backed the shock therapists, were also responsible for scoring progress in privatisation. Since coding occurred after country performance had been recorded, there might be ideological pressure to code successful countries as being radical reformers. However, our measure of mass privatisation programme implementation overcomes the observer bias and subjectivity in the EBRD indices. The EBRD transition report series describes when countries implemented privatisation programmes, how many firms were privatised under them, and by what method this privatisation was accomplished.22 We used these data to designate a large jump as a 25% transfer, corresponding to a jump from 1 to 3 on the EBRD large-scale privatisation index. Since the correlations between the EBRD large-scale index and small-scale index were statistically indistinguishable by our analysis (r=0·97 in Russia, for example), we proceeded with a mean of the large-scale and small-scale indices, to reduce measurement errors.

We adjusted for log gross domestic product (GDP) per head to control for economic status, which is a robust determinant of health. In view of the known association between democracy and life expectancy,23 we controlled for political changes with a widely used index of democratisation, devised by Freedom House (a
non-profit organisation that advocates for democracy and publishes surveys of civil liberties, political rights, and measures of economic freedom). To isolate the effect of privatisation, we controlled for price and trade liberalisation, which were the main complementary policies recommended by the shock therapists. We controlled for inflation as a robustness check. Since war affects reporting of mortality, we used a dummy for the occurrence of military or ethnic conflict. The population dependency ratio, which measures the ratio of total working-age adults to elderly people and infants, controls for the proportional size of the workforce and the relative cost of state social welfare systems. We also controlled for demographic characteristics with urbanisation ratios and population tertiary education rates.

Since we were interested mainly in fluctuations in mortality, our regression models also used a set of country dummy variables to hold constant fixed aspects of national surveillance infrastructure, initial country conditions and pre-existing societal characteristics, and predispositions to higher mortality. This process allowed us to devise country-specific slopes, to make the data more comparable. Country dummy variables also effectively hold constant possibly confounding geographic effects, such as proximity to western Europe or membership of the former Soviet Union, and the coding bias between countries in the EBRD privatisation indices.

Thus our model is:

$$AMR_{it} = \alpha + \beta_1 PRIV_{it} + \beta_2 GDP_{it} + \beta_3 LIB_{it} + \beta_4 TRADE_{it} + \beta_5 DEM_{it} + \beta_6 WAR_{it} + \beta_7 DEP_{it} + \beta_8 URBAN_{it} + \beta_9 EDUC_{it} + \mu_i + \epsilon_{it}$$

where $i$ is country and $t$ is year, $AMR$ is logged adult male standardised mortality rates (working ages of 15–59 years), $PRIV$ is one of the two privatisation measures, $GDP$ is log GDP per head in current US$, $LIB$ is the EBRD price liberalisation index, $TRADE$ is the EBRD foreign exchange and trade liberalisation index, $DEM$ is the democratisation index, $WAR$ is a dummy for military conflict, $EDUC$ is the percentage of population with tertiary education, $URBAN$ is the percentage of the population living in urban settings, $DEP$ is the population dependency ratio, $\mu$ is a set of country fixed effects, $\epsilon$ is the error term, $\alpha$ is a constant, and $\beta$ are the coefficients. Regression models were estimated with stata (version 9.2), and we adjusted standard errors for robustness to heteroskedasticity and serial correlation. The webtable provides a description of the summary statistics, and webappendix 1 shows the correlation matrices for our basic model.

Role of the funding source

There was no funding source for this study. The corresponding author had full access to all the data in the study and had final responsibility for the decision to submit for publication.

Results

Table 1 shows the results of our basic model covering the transition period from 1989 to 2002. Mass privatisation programmes were associated with increases in adult male mortality by a mean of 12.8% (95% CI 7.9–17.7%; p<0.0001), which is similar to the mean increase for all countries of 15.9% (95% CI 5.5–26.2%) between 1991 and the peak of the mortality crisis in 1994. Although mass privatisation might be justified by enhanced economic growth, and thus consequent mortality reductions, even a doubling of GDP per head would not be enough to offset the increase in mortality rates resulting from mass privatisation ($\beta$ log GDP per head $-0.12$, p<0.0001; webappendix 2).

A measure of progress in privatisation that is not based on the privatisation method is the EBRD privatisation index (panel). Each additional unit of privatisation was also associated with increased adult mortality rates by 3.9% (95% CI 1.4–6.5) on average in the countries studied. In view of the divergence between mortality trends in the countries of the former Soviet Union, and in the former Soviet satellites in central and eastern Europe, we analysed each block of countries separately to account for potential heterogeneity in the relation between privatisation and mortality, especially because countries of the former Soviet Union were significantly more likely to have implemented rapid mass privatisation programmes than were countries outside the former Soviet Union (unadjusted odds ratio 6.75).

When we restricted the sample to countries of the former Soviet Union, variations in the EBRD privatisation index became even greater determinants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non-former Soviet Union</th>
<th>Former Soviet Union</th>
<th>All countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implementation of mass privatisation</td>
<td>-0.0% (-6.5 to 6.5); p=1.0</td>
<td>12.5% (6.7 to 20.3); p=0.0001</td>
<td>12.8% (7.9 to 17.7); p=0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation of one unit of average EBRD privatisation</td>
<td>-1.9% (-4.3 to 0.4); p=0.12</td>
<td>9.1% (5.1 to 12.9); p=0.0001</td>
<td>3.9% (2.4 to 6.5); p=0.0025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The coefficients give the percentage change in the dependent variable (mortality rates) in relation to an absolute change in the independent variable (privatisation).

Coefficients calculated as semi-elasticities presented, with 95% CIs in parentheses based on robust panel-corrected standard errors. Models also control for log gross domestic product per head, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) price liberalisation index, EBRD trade liberalisation index, the Freedom House democratisation index, population dependency, the percentage of population living in urban settings, the population education level, country-specific fixed effects, and a dummy for military or ethnic conflict. Number of country-years for the non-former Soviet Union is 112, number of countries is nine. Number of country-years for the former Soviet Union is 177, number of countries is 15.
of adult mortality. Every one unit increase, roughly the same as 1 SD, was associated with an increase in mortality of 9·1% (95% CI 5·2–12·9; p=0·0001). Since the average change in the privatisation index over the entire period was around two units, this change amounts to roughly the same effect size as that attributed to our measure of mass privatisation implementation, and the net associations of the two become statistically indistinguishable (p=0·31).

Figure 1 compares the trajectories of Russia, which implemented mass privatisation in 1992, with its neighbour Belarus, which adopted a more gradual approach to transition. By 1994, at the peak of Russia’s mortality crisis, Russia had privatised more than half of all state-owned enterprises (more than 112 000), whereas Belarus had privatised only 640 firms, or less than 10% of their state-owned sector. Unemployment in both countries started at similar low levels of less than 0·1% of the labour force in the early 1990s, but in Russia the percentage of working-age people who were unemployed rose by over four times as much in Belarus (Russia: 0·8% in 1992 to 7·5% in 1994; Belarus: 0·5% in 1992 to 2·1% in 1994); furthermore, mortality rates in Russia increased four times as much as in Belarus (roughly a 11·3% difference in the average mortality rate increases). Our estimate, using the EBRD index, of an 18·1% (95% CI 10·5–25·8) increase in mortality rates attributable to privatisation in Russia (2-point increase) and a 7·7% (95% CI 4·5–11·0) estimated increase for Belarus (0·85-point increase), closely matches the cumulative mortality differences over time between these countries. Similarly, our measure of a mass privatisation programme estimates a 13·5% increase in adult male mortality rates associated with this policy: this finding is close to the recorded 17·8% average rate of increase in Russia between 1992 and 1994.

Outside the former Soviet Union, only one of nine countries—the Czech Republic—had implemented a mass privatisation programme by 1994; overall, the privatisation process was more gradual than in the former Soviet Union, and handled on a firm-by-firm
basis. When we restricted the sample to countries outside the former Soviet Union, we noted that greater progress in privatisation was associated with a neutral or favourable effect on mortality rates from 1991 to 2002, unlike in countries of the former Soviet Union (table 1).

Figure 2 shows how the relation between privatisation and mortality differed according to whether countries implemented mass privatisation or not during the most intense period of reform from 1992 to 1994. The association between increases in the EBRD privatisation index and mortality was roughly twice as strong in countries that underwent mass privatisation than in those that did not privatise (figure 2).

We attempted to ascertain the pathway by which privatisation affects mortality by testing the relation between privatisation and unemployment. Table 2 shows that in countries of the former Soviet Union from 1991 to 2002, the association between mass privatisation and unemployment was significant and pronounced: implementation of mass privatisation increased unemployment by 61% compared with countries in which privatisation was more gradual. A one unit increase in the EBRD index was associated with a 59% (95% CI 29.2–88.6) increase in unemployment in the sample of countries of the former Soviet Union. Outside the former Soviet Union, where the gradual strategy was over three times more prevalent, we did not record a similar relation between privatisation and increased unemployment rates (table 2).

We further characterised the relation between unemployment and mortality rates. In countries of the former Soviet Union, where unemployment rose substantially, every 10% increase in unemployment was associated with increased standardised adult male mortality rates of 0.3% (p = 0.009) between 1991 and 2002; however, in countries outside the former Soviet Union, we noted no significant relation (table 3). Figure 2 provides evidence that the population relation between unemployment and mortality differed by the type of privatisation: during the intense period of reform from 1992 to 1994, the relation between unemployment and mortality was almost twice as strong in countries that mass privatised as in those that did not mass privatise.

Taken together with our previous findings that each one unit increase in the EBRD privatisation index was linked to a 59% increase in unemployment rates in the former Soviet Union (table 2), the unemployment pathway seems to account for a 1.9% increase in privatisation-related mortality (calculated by 58.9% increase in unemployment from privatisation × 0.032% increase in mortality from a 1% increase in unemployment), which is close to a quarter of the overall association of 9.1% (95% CI 5.2–12.9) that was recorded in countries of the former Soviet Union (table 1).

If unemployment were an intervening factor linking rapid privatisation and mortality increases, holding constant unemployment would block the pathway and thus attenuate the estimated effect of privatisation in the former Soviet Union. Table 4 presents the results of four regression models of the unadjusted association of privatisation with mortality rates and the association after controlling for unemployment. Adjustment for unemployment attenuated the estimated coefficient of privatisation by 10% (1.3% decrease) to 30% (2.4% decrease) (table 4), providing additional evidence that unemployment was a significant pathway mediating privatisation and mortality.

Figure 3 shows the interaction coefficients from a regression model that compares mass privatisation implementation and the percentage of a country’s population who are members of at least one social organisation (such as a trade union, church or other religious group, sports club, or a political organisation) for 18 countries taken from the European World Values Survey 1999–2000 (EWVS).

This analysis shows how the estimated effect of rapid mass privatisation on adult male mortality rates linearly decreases with increasing social capital. In countries in which more than 45% of the population was a member...
of a social organisation, mass privatisation had no significant adverse association with mortality rates. Since research on social capital suggests that it changes only gradually over time, this measure is almost surely acting as an effect modifier rather than as a confounder in our models; however, we note it would be ideal if comparative social capital were available for the countries observed throughout the 12 years under study. This finding might help to explain why, in addition to its effect on unemployment, mass privatisation programmes in the Czech Republic, which had the second highest social membership (48%, which is equal to western Europe’s average level) of all the former communist countries, had no significant negative association with mortality, but in the former Soviet countries, where social membership was much lower (about 10%), rapid privatisation had very adverse results. Other measures of social capital from the EWVS, such as trust, produce similar results (data not shown).

Webappendix 2 shows a broad set of robustness checks that we used in the course of our analysis, including a variety of model diagnostics and outlier tests, sequential inclusion of our controls as well as additional variables, and estimation with alternative functional forms. All our results were consistent with our basic findings.

Discussion

Our study has shown that mass privatisation programmes were associated with a short-term increase in mortality rates in working-aged men. Furthermore, increased unemployment rates during this time were strongly associated with mortality in countries of the former Soviet Union.

Our results accord with other data. Figure 4 compares life expectancy trends for the countries that implemented mass privatisation programmes for large state enterprises versus those that did not. Overall, countries that pursued mass privatisation in the early to mid-1990s had sharp drops in life expectancy; in those that did not, life expectancy dipped modestly, but then steadily improved. Unemployment rates followed a similar trend: increases were pronounced in countries that privatised rapidly but much more modest in countries that privatised more slowly (table 5). Four of the five worst countries, in terms of life expectancy, had implemented mass privatisation, whereas only one of the five best performers had done so.

Any disruption to the established social order creates high levels of social stress. Mass privatisation is a case in point: by rapidly transforming existing enterprises into private property in the absence of a class of owners with a stake in the firm’s success, many firms went bankrupt and excess jobs were lost. People were left without jobs and confronted with unfamiliar market conditions.

Although this period was predicted by the shock therapists, who viewed it merely as a time of so-called resource reallocation, it had considerable human costs; even if capital resources could be reconfigured rapidly, people were not able to adapt as quickly. Inclusive social structures during this period seem to have been crucial

### Table 4: Path analysis of the effect on log adult male mortality rates in the former Soviet Union, 1991–2002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation of mass privatisation</th>
<th>Coefficient of log male unemployment rates*</th>
<th>Coefficient of privatisation measure</th>
<th>Coefficient of privatisation measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implementation of one unit of EBRD average privatisation</td>
<td>0.2% (+0.2 to 0.5); p=0.079</td>
<td>12.1% (+5.8 to 18.4); p=0.0002</td>
<td>13.4% (+7.0 to 19.8); p=0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of country-years for the former Soviet Union</td>
<td>155, number of countries</td>
<td>18, number of countries</td>
<td>14, number of countries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coefficients calculated as semi-elasticities presented, with 95% CIs in parentheses based on robust panel-corrected standard errors. "Coefficient calculated on the basis of a 10% increase in log male unemployment rates. Models also control for log gross domestic product per head, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) price liberalisation index, EBRD trade liberalisation index, democratisation, education rate, population dependency, the percentage of population living in urban settings, the population education level, country-specific fixed effects, and a dummy for military or ethnic conflict. Number of country-years for the former Soviet Union is 155; number of countries is 14; *p=0.001, †p=0.05.
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**Figure 3: Interaction between mass privatisation and social capital**
Estimated effects of the interaction presented from the regression model AMR,=α+β,PRIV,+β,SC,β,PRIV,+β,SC,β,X +ε, with the estimation sample of countries for which social capital data are available (number of countries=18, number of mass privatisers=7). | denote that the time-invariant social capital term is captured by the country-specific effect, μ is a measure of social capital taken from the European World Values Survey. β,PRIV,+0.1557698 and β,SC,+0.0026852. X represents all the controls in the model, ε is the error term. Clustered standard errors calculated from the robust variance-covariance matrix with the formula: 1/var(β)=X, var(β)X, ^2.) Error bars show 95% CIs.
in counter-balancing the harms of this dislocation, enabling people to cope with social disruptions—a finding that is consistent with research on the determinants of health in individuals.

The relation that we recorded between EBRD privatisation index and mortality is consistent with our hypothesis that the privatisation strategy, and particularly rapid mass privatisation, modified the effect of privatisation on mortality rates, offering a potential explanation for the remarkable mortality disparity that emerged between countries formerly in the Soviet Union, and other countries, during this period. Clearly, rapid mass privatisation was not the only determinant of the mortality changes in countries in central and eastern Europe and those in the former Soviet Union; however, these results provide a major explanation of the ultimate determinants of cross-national differences, both within the former Soviet Union, and between countries formerly in the Soviet Union and other central and eastern European countries. Our findings also accord with a substantial body of research on mortality in the post-communist period, which has provided evidence for the effects of several factors, including acute psychosocial stress,\textsuperscript{27} reduced access to and decreasing quality of medical care (much provided at workplaces),\textsuperscript{38} impoverishment,\textsuperscript{29} rapid pace of transition,\textsuperscript{4} increased unemployment,\textsuperscript{37} rising social inequalities,\textsuperscript{39} social disorganisation,\textsuperscript{1} heightened corruption,\textsuperscript{2} and the erosion of social capital.\textsuperscript{41} Although a direct cause and effect relation cannot be ascertained and a detailed discussion of their roles is beyond the scope of this Article, all these findings can be linked, in some way, to mass privatisation programmes.\textsuperscript{14,15}

Our finding that a one unit increase in the EBRD index was associated with an increase in unemployment in the sample of countries of the former Soviet Union illustrates that rapid mass privatisation was linked to more job losses than was slower privatisation, most probably because it provided fewer opportunities for firms to adapt and stay financially solvent.\textsuperscript{28} Outside the former Soviet Union, we recorded no relationship between privatisation and increased unemployment. One plausible explanation is that countries outside the former Soviet Union benefited from foreign direct investment, mainly from western Europe. New foreign direct investments, or so-called greenfield firms, provided employment opportunities that helped to stop the unemployment gap;\textsuperscript{34,35} moreover, unlike in rapid mass privatisation, the case-by-case transfer of state-owned firms, or so-called brownfield firms, to strategic foreign investors often involved explicit agreements not to make employees redundant, for at least the first few years after the takeovers.\textsuperscript{34}

However, our study also shows that the effects of rapid mass privatisation on mortality in the former Soviet Union were not mediated merely by unemployment. In view of the wider parts played by firms from the former Soviet Union in provision of housing, education, childcare, and preventive health care, future studies should examine whether the disruption of these social services as a result of privatisation was an important mechanism of increased mortality. Outside the former Soviet Union, more research is needed to understand how foreign direct investment was able to mitigate unemployment associated with privatisation in the former Soviet Union, and to identify the social policies that might have helped offset the harms associated with unemployment that were observed at the country level.

Although there are now many studies linking unemployment to ill health,\textsuperscript{40} the country-level relation between unemployment and mortality has not been studied in the post-communist countries. Our findings are consistent with evidence from social-science studies that, outside the former Soviet Union, countries have been able to put in place more inclusive social policies, that have helped mitigate unemployment’s harmful effects.\textsuperscript{46}

---

**Figure 4: Relation between mass privatisation and life expectancy in post-communist countries**

Countries that implemented mass privatisation include Armenia, Czech Republic, Georgia, Kazakhstán, Kyrgyzstán, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldoa, Romania, Russia, and Ukraine. Non-mass privatisers include Albania, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Croatia, Estonia, Hungary, Macedonia, Poland, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Bulgaria, and Uzbekistan. Country classifications were checked with Ira Lieberman, the World Bank economist in charge of mass privatisation implementation, and other European Bank for Reconstruction and Development economists, who agreed with our definitions.\textsuperscript{10}

---

**Table 5: Change in total adult male standardised mortality rates and the amount of privatisation and unemployment in post-communist countries from 1991 to 1994**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change from 1991 to 1994</th>
<th>Best five countries\textsuperscript{a}</th>
<th>Worst five countries\textsuperscript{b}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in total adult male mortality rates</td>
<td>-9.5% (13 1)</td>
<td>42.3% (16 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in EBRD average privatisation index</td>
<td>1.1 (0.55)</td>
<td>2.0 (0.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in male unemployment numbers</td>
<td>2.2% (22 0)</td>
<td>305.0% (234 4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Geometric means (SDs) calculated for average percentage changes. Adult male mortality rates are from the UNICEF Monitoring Transition in Central and Eastern Europe Database. European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) average privatisation index ranges from 1 (communist) to 4.3 (complete market). \textsuperscript{1} Best five countries: Albania, Croatia, Czech Republic, Poland, Slovenia. \textsuperscript{2} Worst five countries: Kazakhstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Russia, Estonia. Worst five countries exclude Tajikistan, which had a military conflict with heavy casualties (male life expectancy dropped by 9 years from 1992 to 1993). Unemployment rates are registered unemployment rates from the International Labor Organization, and are presented for 1992–94 for all countries except Estonia because of missing comparative data for 1991. All data are available from the authors on request.
This study has not examined how privatisation and unemployment led to ill health. Given the pace of change in mortality rates, mechanisms are needed involving risk factors for which exposure can change rapidly, and affect outcomes within a few years. One plausible risk factor is hazardous alcohol consumption, which is known to be very common throughout this region7 (especially consumption of aftershaves and medicinal tinctures8). Other research shows how this factor has had a very important role in the mortality fluctuations that were noted in Russia,9 mounting evidence implicates these substances in neighbouring countries.10 Another possible risk factor is narcotic poisoning, which has caused localised increases in deaths in some places; however, this factor cannot easily explain the scale and nature of the large fluctuations in mortality. Other risk factors, such as tobacco11 and nutrition, although undoubtedly contributiors to the high background mortality rates in this region, cannot account for the rapid fluctuations.

In a famous essay, and a series of other papers setting out the shock therapy package, Jeffrey Sachs argued that, “The need to accelerate privatization is the paramount economic policy issue facing Eastern Europe. If there is no breakthrough in the privatization of large enterprises in the near future, the entire process could be stalled for years to come. Privatisation is urgent and politically vulnerable.”12 Did slow privatisation hurt the prospects for capitalism? Is Slovenia—one of the more gradual privatisers—any less capitalist than is Ukraine? In fact, by approaching transformation rapidly and radically, prospects for western-style capitalism might have been seriously impaired in countries like Russia. Countries that privatised more slowly managed to reach a capitalist endpoint but did not absorb nearly the same amount of social costs along the way.

The policy implications are clear. Great caution should be taken when macroeconomic policies seek radically to overhaul the economy without considering potential effects on the population’s health. As variants of rapid reform policies are being debated in China, India, Egypt, and several other developing and middle-income countries—including Iraq—which are just beginning to privatise their large state-owned sectors, the lessons from the transitions from communism should be kept in mind.
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Societal transition and health

The fall of communism in the 1990s and the ensuing profound societal transition in central and eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union is a unique social experiment. Social, economic, and political changes affected all aspects of people’s lives, which resulted in changes in mortality, morbidity, and fertility rates. The experiment offers a rare opportunity to investigate societal factors that drive the health of a population.

Although many studies have described these changes, the mechanisms of how societal change affects health remain grossly under-researched. Explanations pursued so far fall into two categories: biomedical (proximal) and social (upstream). Among proximal factors, alcohol has received most attention. Upstream factors, which arguably are the primary drivers of population health, have been investigated less vigorously, possibly because they are much harder to study than others. Two major issues affect the study of factors at the societal level: measurement and confounding.

We thus welcome the study, in The Lancet today, by David Stuckler and colleagues because they focus on upstream factors, particularly mass privatisation, and tackle the difficulties of measurement and confounding. First, the report puts into practice the notion of social transition, which then allowed measurement of factors that can serve as proxies of societal change. And second, by taking advantage of the societal transition in eastern Europe and by pooling within-country time-series analyses, the investigators tried to control for differences both between countries and over time (ie, controlled for confounding).

Stuckler and colleagues argue convincingly that the speed of privatisation was an important determinant of mortality changes in the transition in central and eastern Europe and former Soviet Union. This finding is indirectly supported by evidence that the rise in mortality was highest in individuals with low education and in regions with high social stress. In other words, in populations vulnerable to loss of employment. They provide an important clue about what happened in these regions, but for any one study to exclude the effect of other aspects of the transition is difficult. In addition to confounding, there is also the issue of effect modification. As the investigators noted, rapid social changes took place in all countries in these regions but only some of the countries experienced a profound mortality crisis. The effect of rapid social changes, such as mass privatisation, was probably modified by other factors. Several candidates exist for such effect-modifying variables, of which we give four examples.

First, the countries most affected by the transition (in terms of fall in both the gross domestic product and life expectancy) started, economically, from a lower baseline than countries that were less affected. Additionally, the fall in life expectancy was most striking in countries with the steepest increase in income inequality. At low baseline levels of gross domestic product, and at a time of rapid increase of material inequalities, it is easy to fall into poverty (and suffer its consequences).

Second, some populations seem to be more vulnerable to societal changes than others. For example, mortality rates in the former Soviet Union seemed prone to considerable fluctuations even before the transition. This fluctuation might partly indicate the historically poor health status of some populations. For instance,
Russian life expectancy at birth in 1935 (not a year of famine) was 40 years (both sexes combined), compared with 62 years in the UK.

Third, both the poor health status and the apparent vulnerability to mortality shocks in some populations might indicate the accumulation of disadvantage and risk over a lifetime. For example, poor health in Russian men and women reflects not only current social status but is also influenced by disadvantage in childhood and young adulthood.

Fourth, governmental response might also have a role. When faced with rapid rises in mortality due to crises from transition, epidemics, and famines, governments respond differently: some with determination, some with neglect. Arguably, in post-communist countries most affected by transition, both policy response (Popov V, New Economic School, Moscow, Russia, personal communication) and management of transition were poor.

Even with the use of an ingenious design, such as that adopted by Stuckler and colleagues, pre-existing societal characteristics cannot be taken into account. This flaw is not a criticism, but rather an illustration of the difficulties faced by investigators who wish to disentangle the effects of different factors that act at the societal level.

With all the caveats, Stuckler and colleagues’ study is relevant beyond eastern Europe. Countries in other regions are, and have been, undergoing economic and social transitions. That the extent and speed of such changes are important is increasingly apparent. Additionally, however, the social and health effect of transition depend on specific historical and political contexts.
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